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In this paper we answer two questions raised by M. A. Erceg [J. Math. Anal. 
Appl. 69 (1979). 205-2301: precisely we show that the fuzzy unit interval is never T, 
except in the standard case and that a fuzzy pseudo-metrizable T, space is 
metrizable in the sense of Erceg (ibid.); hence the two definitions of metrizable 
space given in B. Hutton and I. Reilly [Fuzzy Sets and Sysfems 3 (1980), 93-1041 
and Erceg (ibid.) are equivalent. 1 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
Throughout this note X will be a set and (L, V, A, ‘) a complete, com- 
pletely distributive lattice with order reversing involution ’ [2]. 
We denote by 0 and 1 the minimum and the maximum of L, respectively; 
a fuzzy set belonging to Lx which is 0 everywhere but in a point XE X, 
where it assumes the value a # 0, is called a fuzzy point and is denoted by 
ax. 
For the definitions of fuzzy topology and fuzzy uniformity, see [4]; we 
shall also refer to [4] for the definition of the fuzzy unit interval Z(L), of its 
topology and its uniformity. 
The closure of a fuzzy set i in a fuzzy topological space will be denoted 
by X. 
The following lemma is the generalization to quasi-uniform spaces of [3, 
Theorem 4.111; the proof is the same. 
1. LEMMA. Let (X, 42) be a fuzzy quasi-uniform space and consider the 
fuzzy topology induced by C2. Then for every fuzzy set 2 we have: 
x=/j {U-‘(A): UE%}. 
Hence if% is a uniformity, then: 
2=/j {U(i): UE@). 
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Given a fuzzy uniformity %, we may consider the function d,: Lx + Lx 
so defined: 
A,=/\ (U: WE%?} 
where the intimum is taken in the lattice of the functions which satisfy, for 
every A, lie Lx: 
U(0) = 0 (Al) 
U(A) 2 i (A21 
(A3) 
that is, A, is the largest map among the ones which verify (Al)-(A3) and 
are less than or equal to every member of the uniformity @. By Lemma 1 
we easily obtain that, for any J. E Lx, A <A,(l) < 1 and A, is the largest 
map among the ones which satisfy the inequality above and (Al)-(A3). 
By the way we observe that if { U,: Jo J} is any family of functions 
satisfying (Al )-( A3), then: 
the proof, which uses the complete distributivity, is analogous to the one of 
[4, Lemma 31. 
2. PROPOSITION. Using the notations introduced above, we have: 
(i) A,aoA,=A,; 
(ii) A;‘= A,. 
Proof: (i) We have: 
(ii) By [4, P roposition 10(4)] 4~~6 U-’ for every UE@; hence 
A$‘</\{U-*: UE@}=A,; again by [4, PropositionlO] d,= 
(A,‘)-’ <A,‘. 1 
This proposition implies that (A,} is a basis for a fuzzy uniformity, 
which is strictly finer than @ if and only if %! has not a minimum. 
Some properties of the uniformity generated by A, are analyzed in the 
next proposition. 
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3. PROPOSITION. Let % be a untformity with a minimum element, say U. 
Then in the fuzzy topology induced by %, every open set is closed and the set 
{U(QIIELX} IS a complete sublattice of Lx closed under complementation, 
which coincides with the topology. Moreover { U(j-): E. E Lx) = { 2 E LX: /1= 
U(i) 1. 
Proof: First observe that the fuzzy set 1” is closed if and only if A= U(A), 
by Lemma 1, if and only if it is open. Then remark that U(A) is open for 
every 1~ Lx since Uo U(A) = U(A): now the proof is quite 
straightforward. 1 
The definition of T, is the one introduced in [5]. 
4. THEOREM. Let (X, a) be a untform space. A, is the identity tf and 
only tf the topology induced by % is T,. 
Proof If A, is the identity, we have: 
~=A&)=( /j U) (iI= /j (v (?, W)) 
.uE@ SUpI-= 1 YGT 
= A (vij SUpr= A .iET 
[4, p. 5611: hence the topology is T,. 
Vice versa, if a topology is T,, the smallest complete sublattice of Lx 
which contains the open and closed sets is Lx itself; by the previous 
propositions this sublattice is contained in (1. E Lx: i = A&A)}. 1 
The “only if’ part of the above theorem is an easy generalization of [3, 
Proposition 8.31; the “if’ part answers in the affirmative to the first 
question of the remark in [3, p. 2291. The second question is fully solved 
(in the negative) by the following theorem. 
5. THEOREM. Zf L # (0, 1 } then the fuzzy interval Z(L) is not T,; hence it 
is not fuzzy metrizable. 
Proof Let x be any element of Z(L) which assumes only the values 1 
and 0, and take a E L\{O, 1 }. Then the fuzzy point ax cannot be obtained 
as the union and intersection of open and closed sets: in fact every sub- 
basic open set R,, L, (therefore every fuzzy open and fuzzy closed set) 
assumes only the values 0 and 1 at x. i 
6. Remark. In [S] the authors provided a very nice and coherent 
system of regularity axioms for fuzzy topological spaces. Since “pointed” 
versions of some separation axioms have been introduced by several 
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authors, we spend few words about this matter: we choose the definitions 
we think to be the most natural ones among the “naive” definitions which 
use fuzzy points. 
DEFINITIONS. We say that a fuzzy topological space (X, F) is: 
p- T,: if every fuzzy point is closed; 
p - T,: if for every pair of fuzzy points ax, by such that ax Q (by)‘, 
there exists an open set i such that ax f A 6 X < (by)‘; 
p-regular: if for every fuzzy point ax and fuzzy open set 1 such that 
ax d I, there exists an open set ,u such that ax d p < ji 6 A. 
It is trivial to see that p - T, implies p - T, and that a p - T1 p-regular 
space is p - T,. Moreover, if one applies the definitions of [S] to Lx, it 
turns out easily that p - T,, p - T,, and p-regular imply T,, T,, and 
regular, respectively. It is straightforward to prove that the converse 
implications hold in the case that L is finite. However, this is not true in 
the general case. Indeed consider a topology F on L following the 
definition of [S]. Take a singleton (x} and observe that L can be identified 
with L{“): so that L{“’ I may be endowed with a topology F* by putting 
Ax E F* if and only if A E 9. If there exists 1 E F such that 1’ $ F (there 
exist metrizable topologies with such property), then Ax is a fuzzy point 
which is open and is not closed, hence (ix}, .Y*) is neither p - T, nor 
p-regular. 
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